In this study, a novel cascaded robust terminal sliding mode control approach is developed for robotic manipulators including actuator dynamics. The proposed approach can achieve finite-time stability in the presence of arbitrary uncertain mechanical and electrical parameters of the robot model. Corresponding stability analysis is presented to lay a foundation for analytical understanding in generic theoretical aspects and safe operation for real systems. An illustrative example is bench tested to validate the effectiveness of the proposed approach.
INTRODUCTION
Terminal sliding mode control (TSMC) is a finite-time stable algorithm (Tan, Yu, and Man, 2010) . Due to its superior properties such as fast convergence, strong robustness and high precision performance etc, it is suitable for robotic manipulators' high precision control (Jin, Lee, Chang, and Choi, 2009 ). Extensive attentions have been attracted from academic researches and industrial applications. A robust TSMC is presented by literature (Yu, 1998 ). An adaptive TSMC is proposed by literature (Barambones, and Etxebarria, 2002) . A non-singular TSMC is developed by literature (Feng, Yu, and Man, 2002) . A continuous TSMC scheme is proposed by literature (Yu, Yu, Shirinzadeh, and Man, 2005) . A novel TSMC is studied by literature (Zhao, Li, and Gao, 2009 ), which does not require the explicit use robot dynamic model. The principal limitation associated with the aforementioned TSMC algorithms is that these controllers are designed at the torque input level and actuator dynamics are excluded. In practice, actuator dynamics constitutes an important part of the complete robot dynamics, especially in the case of high-velocity movement and highly varying loads (Good, Sweet and Strobel, 1985) . Ignoring the actuator dynamics may affect the control performance heavily or even the system stability (Su, and Stepanenko, 1997) .
Recently, some results on robot control considering actuator dynamics have been obtained. In light of backstepping method, an adaptive control method is proposed by literature (Su, and Stepanenko, 1997) . By using T-S fuzzy model, an adaptive neural network control algorithm is presented by literature (Wai, and Chen, 2008) . A cascaded feedback control scheme is developed for robot trajectory tracking control by literature (Jun, Kanaoka, and Kawamura, 2010) . Though these algorithms have obtained some good results, they only can achieve asymptotical stability. In theory, they need infinite time to converge system states to the desired positions. To achieve faster converging speed and higher control precision, high control gains are generally employed by these control algorithms. Note that high control gains are not desired in practice. As one of finite-time stability control approaches, TSMC can achieve high performance without using high control gains (Yu et al, 2005) .
The entire system including both the robotic manipulators and actuators is at least of third order. However, the robotic manipulators are typically modelled as second order system. Conventional TSMC is designed according to second order system model. It can not be directly used for robotic manipulators including actuator dynamics. For example, a neural network based TSMC is designed for robot manipulators including actuator dynamics by literature (Wang, Chai, and Zhai, 2009) . In this literature, the actuator dynamics is converted to motor shaft dynamics, the entire system is still second order. Its control algorithm can not reflect the dynamic relationship between current and voltage of the actuator. In a word, the key issue to design TSMC including actuator dynamics is how to deal with the dynamic relationship between robot manipulator with actuator.
By resorting to the cascaded control structure, control algorithms can be designed for robot and actuator, respectively. The proposed approach is constructed in the following manner. In the first step, a robust TSMC is developed by using parameters linearization technique for robot. In the second step, the control input of robotic manipulator is considered as desired output of actuator, and a finite-time stability controller is developed for actuator. Then, a novel cascaded robust TSMC approach is developed. The existing TSMC algorithms of robot are extended to the case where the effects of actuator dynamics are included by the proposed approach without losing the advantages of conventional TSMC.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the robot dynamics including actuators and their structure properties are reviewed. In Section 3, the main results of this paper are presented with corresponding stability analysis. In Section 4, an illustrative example is demonstrated to validate the performance of the proposed approach. Finally, in Section 5, some concluding remarks are given.
DYNAMIC MODEL OF RIGID LINK MANIPULATOR INCLUDING ACTUATORS
Consider n-link manipulator with revolute joints. It is driven by armature-controlled dc motors with voltage being inputs to amplifiers (Su, and Stepanenko, 1997) :
where n q R ∈ is joint position vector, Remark 1. Though armature-controlled dc motors are selected as actuators, the controller design procedure and stability analysis can be extended to other motors often used in robotic manipulators (Su, and Stepanenko, 1997) .
Robot dynamic equation (1) has the following properties, which are of central important to the controller synthesis (Su, and Stepanenko, 1997; Yu, 1998) . Property 1. Dynamic equation (1) can be linearized with respect to a specially selected set of robot parameters, i.e., ∀ a vector m R φ ∈ with components depending on robot parameters (mass, moments of inertia, etc.), such that:
where ( )
a vector of smooth functions.
Property 2.
( ) ( )
that is, for a vector n x R ∈ , the following equation is satisfied: 
CASCADED ROBUST TSMC CONTROLLER DESIGN
The control objective of this paper can be summarized as: for any given smooth and bounded desired trajectory signals: Remark 2. The proposed cascaded robust TSMC has two sub-controllers. TSMC is the primary controller who computes the desired current d I for the motor. FTSC (finitetime stability controller) is the secondary controller who computes voltage u . Under this cascaded control framework, the whole system can achieve finite-time stability under the proposed approach.
Define the armature current error I as:
In terms of equation (5), expression (1) can be rewritten as:
Define joint position error and velocity error as:
For simplicity of expression in controller design, the following notions are introduced (Haimo, 1986 ): According to tracking error expression (7), command vector and its time derivative are defined as follows (Yu, 1998 
where ( ) 
Due to using r e , singularity problem can be avoided, the details can be found in literature (Zhao et al, 2009 ). In light of equation (7)- (9), terminal sliding mode (TSM) can be defined as:
Note that i e and i e can converge to zero in finite time i T along the TSM (Yu et al. 2005 ).
where 0i t is the time which is needed to converge i e to reach TSM i s .
By using equation (7), (8) and (10), dynamic equation (6) can be rewritten as: 
where: 
The controller design procedure is summarized step by step as follows:
Step 1: Design d I which is the expected current to achieve TSMC for robotic manipulator.
Step 2: Design u which can make real current I converge to d I in finite-time.
Step 3: Prove the whole system is finite-time stability.
Before the controller design, two technical assumptions are made to pose the problem in a tractable manner. 
Let a φ is the corresponding augmented parameter vector:
where
According to (15) and (16), there must be:
is an identity matrix.
By using (15)- (17), the following equation is satisfied: (18) can be written as:
By using (19), one can get: 
Design the primary controller as follows:
is positive definite diagonal matrix, 0 1 β < < , w is designed as:
where 
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Proof: Choose a Lyapunov function as follows:
Differentiating equation (23) with respect to time along the trajectory of the closed-loop equation (20) and considering Property 2, it yields:
If 0 I = , substitute control (21) into (24), one can get:
Considering control law (22), there must be:
( )
In light of Lemma 2 of literature (Yu et al., 2005) , the following inequality must be satisfied:
According to Lemma 2 of literature (Barambones and Etxebarria, 2002) , system states can reach TSM in finite-time ( ) ( ) 
is some nominal control law designed according to manipulator and actuator nominal parameters,
d is some positive numbers, which will be defined in the following text.
Remark 4. The secondary controller who compute the voltage online contributes to the finite-time stability of I .
Lemma 2. Considered dynamic equation (2), subjected to control law (30), if
is the desired control law, current I can converge to zero in finitetime.
Differentiating equation (31) with respect to time along the trajectory of the closed-loop equation (2), one can get: 
where i L is the ith diagonal element of matrix L .
Due to
According to Lemma 2 of literature (Barambones and Etxebarria, 2002) , I will be equal to 0 in finite-time
The proposed cascaded control system is obtained by combining the robust TSMC and finite-time feedback control. The combination can make the whole closed-loop system to be finite-time stable, that is, e , e and I can converge to zero in finite-time. Consider the closed-loop robotic manipulator system 
According to equation (12), (28) and (35), time derivative of (37) along the closed-loop systems Ψ satisfies:
In terms of (31) and (36) (31) and (36) (ii) Ψ is globally stable (all signals are bounded).
(iii) e and e are finite-time stability.
Proof. Property (i) can be directly derived by Lemma 3. Global stability is a direct result of the convergence of N K I 0 t t ∀ > . Consider the rigid robot subsystem error dynamic equation (20), and regard N K I as an external disturbance satisfying condition (i). By using nonnegative function 1 V and robust TSMC (21) and (22), it can be seen that 1 V is uniformly bounded and the following inequality is held:
From the uniform boundedness of 1 V , one can obtain that condition (ii) is satisfied. Then, integrate both sides of equation (39) (40) is uniformly continuous. By using Barbalat's Lemma (Khalil, 2002) , it means that s is asymptotical stability. In light of finite-time stability definition (Bhat, and Bernstein,2000) , s can converge to 0 in finite-time. Under the definition of TSM, the position error e and velocity error e can converge to 0 in finite-time. □
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
In this section, performances of the proposed approach were validated by using a general two-link rigid robotic manipulator with permanent magnet DC motors as its actuators. Its dynamic equation was given as follows (Barambones, and Etxebarria, 2002) :
The controller parameters were The initial values were chosen as:
Two control approaches, i.e. TSMC with considering actuator dynamics and TSMC without considering actuator dynamics (Yu, 1998) were compared in this simulation. The control law of (Yu, 1998) (Yu, 1998) . The steady tracking error of Yu's algorithm is oscillating and larger than the proposed one. It is caused by the actuator dynamics which were not considered in Yu's paper. Due to the cascaded control structure is employed by robust TSMC scheme, the position errors of joint 1 and 2 can converge to zero in finite-time. To further illustrate the proposed approach, the changes of currents 
CONCLUDING REMARKS
This paper has studied the issues associated with that of cascaded robust TSMC for robotic manipulators including actuator dynamics. In light of finite-time stability theory and TSMC principle, a new cascaded robust TSMC framework is constructed. Only joint position, velocity and motor armature currents are measurable in controller design. Finite-time stability can be achieved in the case of arbitrary uncertain mechanical and electrical parameters of the robotic system. Corresponding stability analysis and an illustrative example are presented to validate the effectiveness of the proposed approach. Then, the existing TSMC algorithms of robot are extended to the case where the effects of actuator dynamics are included. The future works will be focused on the lab demonstrations by the authors.
